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Finite quasiparticle lifetime in disordered superconductors
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We investigate the complex conductivity of a highly disordered MoC superconducting film with
kF l ≈ 1, where kF is the Fermi wavenumber and l is the mean free path, derived from experimental
transmission characteristics of coplanar waveguide resonators in a wide temperature range below the
superconducting transition temperature Tc. We find that the original Mattis-Bardeen model with
a finite quasiparticle lifetime, τ , offers a perfect description of the experimentally observed complex
conductivity. We show that τ is appreciably reduced by scattering effects. Characteristics of the
scattering centers are independently found by the scanning tunneling spectroscopy and agree with
those determined from the complex conductivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Disordered superconductors are a subject of intense
current attention. This interest is motivated not only by
the appeal of dealing with the most fundamental issues
of condensed matter physics involving interplay of quan-
tum correlations, disorder, quantum and thermal fluc-
tuations, and Coulomb interactions,1–4 but also by the
high promise for applications. The existence of states
with giant capacitance and inductance in the critical
vicinity of superconductor-insulator transition2,5 breaks
ground for novel microwave engineering exploring dual-
ity between phase slips at point-like centers6 or at phase
slip lines7 and Cooper pair tunneling.8–10 The feasibility
of building a superconducting flux qubit by employing
quantum phase slips in a weak link created by highly
disordered superconducting wire was demonstrated by
Astafiev et al5. Yet, while there has been notable re-
cent success in describing DC properties of disordered
superconductors,2,9,11 the understanding of their AC re-
sponse remains insufficient and impedes advance in their
microwave applications.

Recent studies of the electromagnetic response of
strongly disordered superconducting films12,13 revealed a
discrepancy between the local density of states measured
by scanning tunneling spectroscopy and the density of

states that has been assumed to describe the microwave
response. This implies that a model assuming uniform
properties of the film fails to describe films near Ioffe-
Regel limit, kF l ≈ 1. And although the authors suc-
ceeded to explain the behavior of the imaginary part of
the complex conductivity σs = σ1− iσ2 in a narrow tem-
perature range, the understanding of the real part σ1,
which is mostly influenced by disorder, is far from being
complete. Hence a call arises for a simple unified model,
that could explain both the microwave and the tunneling
conductance measurements in strongly disordered super-
conducting films. In this paper, we discuss a model that
meets this challenge and experimentally demonstrate its
validity.

II. MOC THIN FILM AND CPW RESONATOR

One of the ways to measure the microwave complex
conductivity is to use a coplanar waveguide (CPW) res-
onator patterned on a thin film of desired superconduc-
tor. The resonator is characterized by two main quanti-
ties, the resonant frequency and the quality factor, which
can be directly calculated from the complex conductiv-
ity. The capacitance of the CPW is explicitly defined
by its geometry.14 The imaginary part of the impedance
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FIG. 1: Scheme of the coplanar waveguide resonator
with dimensions: W=50 µm, S=30 µm, C=10 µm,

t=10 nm, h=430 µm.

is mostly represented by the inductance of the CPW
and therefore, it determines CPW resonator resonant fre-
quency. The real part of the impedance is determined
by the resistive losses in the CPW and therefore influ-
ences the internal quality factor.14 Taking into account
the external quality factor Qext due to input/output cou-
pling capacitances, one can calculate the required loaded
quality factor. The structure of the CPW resonator
(see Fig. 1) was patterned by optical lithography and ar-
gon ion etching of the deposited superconducting thin
films. We focused on the study of the properties of
disordered 10 nm thin MoC films with sheet resistance
R� ≈ 180 Ω.15 The chosen thickness of 10 nm is optimal
for further patterning of superconducting nanostructures
which are expected to exhibit quantum phase slips.5 The
films were fabricated by magnetron reactive sputtering,
where particles of molybdenum were sputtered from a Mo
target onto sapphire c-cut substrate in argon-acetylene
atmosphere. The partial pressure of acetylene and Ar
gas was set to 3 × 10−4 mbar and 5.4 × 10−3 mbar, re-
spectively. The film thickness was controlled by tuning
the sputtering time according to the sputtering rate of
10 nm/min. The RMS (root mean square) roughness of
the surface 1 µm × 1 µm calculated from the AFM topog-
raphy data was about 0.3 nm. The preparation details
are given in Ref. 16.
The transport properties of the MoC thin films have

been obtained by four-probe measurements. The critical
temperatures of superconducting transition Tc, are very
sharp, showing a shift from 8 K for film thickness t ≥
30 nm down to 1.3 K for t = 3 nm accompanied by an
increase of the sheet resistance from several tens of Ohms
to 1300 Ohms, respectively. The transport measurements
in magnetic fields as well as the Hall effect measurements
allowed us to determine the charge carrier density, the
upper critical field, the diffusion coefficient, the coherence
length and the Ioffe-Regel product kF l in the prepared
films. The carrier-concentrationn ≈ 1.7×1023 cm−3 does
not depend on the thickness of the thin film for t=15, 10
and 5 nm, while sheet resistanceR� changes considerably
from 110 Ω for t = 15 nm through 200 Ω for t = 10 nm
to 1100 Ω for t = 5 nm. For thickness t ≈ 10 nm, the
kF l ≈ 2, indicating that the film is in highly disordered
limit. The details of the transport data analysis will be
published elsewhere.17

FIG. 2: The thickness dependence of sheet resistances
(squares) at temperatures just above Tc and internal

quality factors (triangles) of MoC coplanar resonators at
temperatures T ≪ Tc. Internal quality factors, limited
by dielectric losses, calculated from the Mattis-Bardeen
model for the corresponding R� and t (circles) exhibit

the opposite trend. The solid lines are eye-guides.

III. MICROWAVE MEASUREMENT

Transmission measurements of the CPW resonators
yielded temperature dependencies of the resonant angu-
lar frequency ω0 and the quality factorQ, both depending
on its complex conductivity. The CPW resonators were
designed to have ω0 = 2π×2.5 GHz andQext ≈ 4×104 for
conventional superconductor with high thickness. The
design of the resonator was verified by a test resonator
fabricated out of a thick MoC film (200 nm, Tc=6.7 K).
The measured ω0 and Q completely agreed with the de-
sign. To compare our experimental data with theory, we
calculated the complex impedance of the CPW resonator
with known geometry (see Fig. 1) using the complex con-
ductivity given by the Mattis-Bardeen theory.18

We measured several MoC samples with different
thickness (and thus sheet resistance) - their parameters
are presented in Fig. 2. The most striking feature of our
data is that, while the Mattis-Bardeen model predicts
that with an increase of the sheet resistance the quality
factor would increase as well, the experiment reveals an
opposite trend: decrease of the measured quality factors
with the growth of the sheet resistance. Furthermore,
the measured quality factor noticeably differ from those
predicted by the Mattis-Bardeen model in a wide tem-
perature range, see Fig. 3a. At the same time, the mea-
sured resonant frequency falls below the theoretical one
(Fig. 3b) only slightly, but systematically. This deviation
was studied in Ref. 12 for a narrow temperature range.

It is worth noticing that including mesoscopic fluctua-
tions, which leads to the broadened superconducting den-
sity of states,19 does not improve noticeably the agree-
ment between the theory and experiment.

It is clear from Fig. 3a that the loss of a 10 nm CPW
resonator at low temperatures is much higher than pre-
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FIG. 3: The temperature dependence of the quality
factor Q (a) and the resonant frequency f0(b) of the

10 nm thin CPW resonator. Circles are measured data
and lines are data calculated from the original

Mattis-Bardeen relations (s → 0) for parameters
Tc=5.8 K, R� = 180 Ω, ∆0 = 1.83kTc.

dicted by the Mattis-Bardeen model, explained below.

IV. TUNNELING SPECTROSCOPY

High losses in disordered superconductors imply a fi-
nite density of states at Fermi energy. Previous stud-
ies of disordered superconductors have shown that both
microwave measurements and tunneling spectroscopy in-
dicate a broadened superconducting density of states.13

Therefore, we have carried out scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy measurements, making use of a low-temperature
scanning tunneling microscope (STM). The Fig. 4 shows
the normalized tunneling conductance spectra obtained
between the Au tip and the MoC sample as measured at
different temperatures ranging from 0.43 to 5.8 K. Each
curve was normalized to the spectrum measured at 5.8 K
with the sample in the normal state in order to exclude
the influence of the applied voltage on tunneling barrier
and normal density of states of electrodes. Therefore
each of these normalized differential conductance versus
voltage spectra reflects the superconducting density of
states (SDOS) of MoC sample, smeared by 2kBT in en-
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FIG. 4: The temperature dependence of differential
tunneling conductance of the 10 nm MoC thin film
measured by a scanning tunneling microscope (solid
lines). From the bottom to the top (at zero voltage),

the data correspond to temperatures T=0.43, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 5.4, 5.6 K. The open circles represent a broadened

density of states given by the Dynes formula for
Γ = 0.12∆0, ∆0 = 1.83kTc, Tc = 5.8 K.

ergy at the respective temperature. Consequently, at the
low temperature limit (kBT ≪ ∆), the differential con-
ductance measures the SDOS directly. As evidenced by
the 0.43 K curve, the measured SDOS differs from the
BCS SDOS: it reveals significant quasiparticle density of
states at the Fermi level and broadened coherence peaks
at the gap edges. In our case the best agreement with
the experimental data is obtained for the empiric Dynes
formula (3) with parameters Γ = 0.12∆0, ∆0 = 1.83kTc,
Tc = 5.8 K. Here we want to emphasized that the ex-
perimentally obtained superconducting density of states
is broadened, but spatially uniform in lateral directions.
We have taken STS spectra along 200 nm line and the co-
efficient of variation of the normalized tunneling conduc-
tance at zero voltage and superconducting energy gap is
about 0.05 and 0.025, respectively. There is no character-
istic length-scale of variations and they can be attributed
to a noise and instabilities of the measuring system dur-
ing long scanning measurements.

V. MODIFICATION OF THE

MATTIS-BARDEEN THEORY

Building on the extended BCS theory20 Mattis and
Bardeen (MB) derived frequency-dependent complex
conductivity.18 To do so, they formally introduced an
infinitesimal scattering parameter, s = 2π/τ , which was
set to zero at the end of calculations. We may conjec-
ture that in disordered superconductors the finite value
of s may acquire the physical meaning of inverse quasi-
particle lifetime and use the corresponding expressions
derived in Ref. 21, where both, phonon and Coulomb
contributions to the quasiparticle lifetime were taken into
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account. Keeping a finite value of s, as a phenomenologi-
cal inverse inelastic quasiparticle lifetime, one can derive
the modified formulas for the ratio of the superconduct-
ing complex conductivity σs to the normal conductivity
σn as

σs

σn

= 1−
1

~ω

∫ ∞

∆

[1− 2f(E)]g(E,ω)dE, (1)

where f(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function
and the propagator g is defined as

g(E,ω) = g+(E,ω)− csgn(E − (~ω − is))g−(E,ω)

g±(E,ω) =
E

√

(E2 −∆2)

E ± ~(ω − is)
√

(E ± ~(ω − is))2 −∆2

+
∆

√

(E2 −∆2)

∆
√

(E ± ~(ω − is))2 −∆2
. (2)

Here E is the quasiparticle energy, ∆ is the supercon-
ducting energy gap, and csgn(E−(ω−is)) is the complex
signum function, defined as csgn(z) ≡ 1,−1, sgn(ℑ(z))
for ℜ(z) > 0, ℜ(z) < 0, and ℜ(z) = 0, respectively. In-
specting Eq. (2), one sees that the first term of g±(E,ω)
is a product of the standard BCS quasiparticle density
of states and a similar factor, but with broadened energy
states. The broadening can be viewed as the result of
Coulomb and/or phonon interactions. It is to be noted,
however, that the derived propagators g±(E,ω) include
the same broadened density of states as described by the
empiric Dynes formula used in tunneling and point con-
tact spectroscopy22,23

N(E) = ℜ

{

sgn(E)
E + iΓ

√

(E + iΓ)2 −∆2

}

, (3)

with the inelastic scattering parameter Γ = ~s. The
superconducting complex conductivity and the tunnel-
ing conductance for finite inelastic scattering parameters
are shown in Figure 5,6. Although MB model with fi-
nite scattering provides results consistent with microwave
measurements, the results contain a product of BCS
and broadened superconducting density of states, which
seems to be nonphysical. Nevertheless, one can include
the broadened density of states to Nam model24 elab-
orated for superconductors containing magnetic impuri-
ties. Nam generalized the Mattis-Bardeen model for arbi-
trary complex functions n(E) and p(E) whose real parts
correspond to the densities of states and Cooper pairs,
respectively. For Dynes broadened density of states, the
complex functions n(E), p(E) can be defined as

n(E) ≡ sgn(E)
E + iΓ

√

(E + iΓ)2 −∆2

p(E) ≡ sgn(E)
∆

√

(E + iΓ)2 −∆2
(4)
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FIG. 5: Frequency dependence of the real part of the
superconducting complex conductivity σ1 for the finite
inelastic scattering parameters. Circles are the original
Mattis-Bardeen (scattering parameter s = 0). Solid and
dashed lines are theoretical curves corresponding, from

bottom to top, to the finite values
~s/∆,Γ/∆ = 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1 for Nam
and MB model with finite scattering, respectively;
inset: The normalized tunneling conductance of the

normal metal-insulator-superconductor tunnel junction
for the same values of Γ = ~s.

and the normalized superconducting complex conductiv-
ity reads

σ1

σn

=
1

~ω

∫ ∞

−∞

[f(E)−f(E + ~ω)][ℜ(n(E))ℜ(n(E + ~ω))

+ ℜ(p(E))ℜ(p(E + ~ω))]dE

σ2

σn

=
1

~ω

∫ ∞

−∞

[1− 2f(E + ~ω)][ℑ(n(E))ℜ(n(E + ~ω))

+ ℑ(p(E))ℜ(p(E + ~ω))]dE (5)

The square roots are taken to mean the principal square
root with the real part greater than or equal to zero.
The real parts of the complex conductivity calculated

for Nam model and the modified Mattis-Bardeen model
with finite scattering are compared with standardMattis-
Bardeen model in Fig. 5. Both models result in an in-
crease of the real part of the complex conductivity in
comparison to the standard MB model. At frequencies
ω > 2∆ this increase is almost indistinguishable, whereas
at frequencies ω < 2∆ they differ significantly. The dif-
ference is the most noticeable at ω = ∆, where the Nam
model exhibit a peculiarity. The resonant frequency of
our resonator is much lower than the energy gap ω ≪ ∆,
therefore we cannot test the peculiarity at ω ≈ ∆ di-
rectly. The THz spectroscopy performed recently on NbN
samples25 could detect such peculiarity but measurement
temperatures are too high to resolve it.
In order to avoid problems with normalization and

geometrical factor inaccuracy it is convenient to com-
pare theoretical and experimental results via ratio σ2/σ1.
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Since the geometrical factors of the resonator are can-
celled out, this ratio can be expressed as a function of
the resonant frequency and the quality factor of the CPW
resonator

σ2

σ1

= Q

(

1−

(

ω0

ωg

)2
)

. (6)

Here ωg is the resonant frequency of the resonator in
the normal state of a lossless metal. In Fig. 7 we com-
pare the experimental data with the σ2/σ1 temperature
dependence calculated for different values of the param-
eter s and Γ corresponding to Mattis-Bardeen and Nam
model respectively.
At high temperatures T > Tc/2, small values of the

scattering parameter provide a fair agreement between
the experimental data and the prediction by the standard
MB theory, i.e. this theory works well. However, at very
low temperatures larger value of scattering parameter is
required to fit the measured data, and it is not possible
to find any intermediate value of s or Γ to obtain a rea-
sonable agreement with both tunneling and microwave
experiments for the complete temperature range.

VI. TWO-CHANNEL MODELS

The MB model with finite scattering parameter s pro-
vides a hint how to solve the problem. In order to ob-
tain a self-consistent picture, one should include also a
“channel” corresponding to the photon scattering from
the BCS to the BCS density of states which corresponds
to the standard MB model with s → 0. Hence let
us adopt a two channel model in which the total com-
plex conductivity is a weighted sum of two contributions
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FIG. 7: Measured ratio σ2/σ1 (open circles) for the
10 nm thin MoC CPW resonator compared with the
ratio calculated from the Mattis-Bardeen (upper)

relations with finite inelastic scattering and Nam model
(lower) for various values of the parameter s and Γ

respectively. At low temperatures (below 1 K) the lines
from top to bottom correspond to
~s/∆0,Γ/∆0 = 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5.

σ = (1 − κ)σb + κσs, where the σs corresponds to the
channel with enhanced scattering ss taken as fitting pa-
rameter while the one without scattering (bulk one) sb is
taken to be zero and the parameter κ ∈ 〈0, 1〉 is the fill-
ing factor. Surprisingly, the modified MB model with a
weighted sum of two contributions gives excellent agree-
ment with experimental results, see Fig. 8a. Here we can
conclude that in order to fit the complex conductivity
and tunneling conductivity of disordered superconduc-
tors for a similar set of parameters, one should apply the
two channel model - this conclusion was also reached by
D. Sherman et al. in Ref. 25. The same procedure was
applied to Nam model and the results are shown in Fig.
8b. The results are satisfying for temperatures above
Tc/2, but the qualitative agreement between theory and
experiment for small temperatures is much worse than
those for the modified MB model.

Remarkably, if we adopt an argument of Sherman et
al.26 that the metallic tip of the scanning tunneling mi-
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FIG. 8: The temperature dependence of the ratio σ2/σ1

of the 10 nm thin CPW resonator. Circles are measured
data fitted by the two channels model with (a) modified

Mattis-Bardeen relations (solid line) for parameters
κ = 0.34, ∆0 = 1.83kTc, Tc = 5.7 K, ~ss = 0.24∆0,
sb = 0, (b) Nam relations (solid line) for parameters
κ = 0.10, ∆0 = 1.83kTc, Tc = 5.7 K, Γ = 0.25∆0

croscope can screen Coulomb interactions which can, in
turn, increase the measured energy gap, it is not neces-
sary to fit the complex conductivity for the same values of
the energy gap as measured by STM. Hence, the ∆0 can
be taken as a fitting parameter and a smaller value than
the one obtained from the STM is expected. The best
fit of the complex conductivity was obtained for κ → 0,
which is in fact a single channel model. The obtain sup-
pressed gap is ∆0 ≈ 1.5kTc, which is much smaller than
the ∆0 ≈ 1.83kTc measured by STM, whereas the scat-
tering parameter Γ ≈ 0.13∆0, is very close to the value
obtained by STM (see Fig. 9a). Interestingly, for Nam
theory the same approach with single channel and sup-
pressed ∆0 does not change the results in comparison
with the two channel model (see Fig. 9b). For both
single channel models the ratio ∆/kTc is below BCS uni-
versal value 1.76. Nevertheless, in both cases, single or
two-channel, considerable inelastic scattering is required
which fully justifies the concept of finite quasiparticle life-
time in disordered superconductors. Surprisingly, Nam
models do not fit the experimental data as good as the
modified MB ones. Therefore, it would be interesting to
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FIG. 9: Same experimental data as in Fig. 8 (circles)
fitted by the one channel model with (a) modified
Mattis-Bardeen relations (solid line) for parameters
∆0 = 1.5kTc, Tc = 5.7 K, ~s = 0.13∆0, (b) Nam
relations (solid line) for parameters ∆0 = 1.7kTc,

Tc = 5.7 K, Γ = 0.23∆0

check both models experimentally at ω ≈ ∆/~, where
they exhibit the most remarkable difference. THz spec-
troscopy can provide such experimental data.
In Ref. 25, the THz spectroscopy reveals a deviation

of the measured real part of the complex conductivity σ1

from the standard Mattis-Bardeen counterpart. The dif-
ference, which authors ascribe to a contribution of broken
symmetry in disordered superconductors, is compared
with Higgs model.27 However the deviations presented in
Fig. 3 in Ref.( 25) can be even better described by models
with broadened density of states. For example the po-
sition of the peaks clearly changes with the energy gap
of the samples and there is no cutoff frequency at which
the deviation of the measured real part of the complex
conductivity from the standard MB model σ1 − σ1MB

saturates to zero. Both features are present in Fig. 10,
where the deviation of the theoretical curves σ1(ω) from
standard MB model (s = 0) are shown for various in-
elastic scattering parameters. These results show that
one should take into account the broadened density od
states in MB model and more exotic models should be
compared to the modified MB model.
Our two-channel model is phenomenological and
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FIG. 10: Normalized deviation of the real part of the
complex conductivity σ1 to the standard

Mattis-Bardeen counterpart (s = 0) for Nam (a, c) and
modified MB model (b, d) for temperatures T = 0 (a,

b) and T = 0.4Tc (c, d). From bottom to top the curves
in each graph correspond to inelastic scattering
parameters: Γ/∆0, ~s/∆0 = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5.

does not address a problem of microscopic ori-
gin of the second channel with enhanced inelastic
scattering. Nevertheless, the Dynes empiric for-
mula for broadened density of states, introduced in
1984 for disordered superconductors,22 is present in
MB model and Mattis-Bardeen had it already in
1958. Such broadened density of states was ob-
served in many superconducting system as disordered
superconductors,22 high Tc superconductors,23 MgB2,

28

iron based superconductors,29 etc.. It seems that, for
some paths, the scattering parameter s is not renormal-
ized to zero and Mattis-Bardeen model with finite scat-
tering rate s is a good first approximation. The scatter-
ing is probably caused by two-level systems located very

homogenously at the MoC-sapphire interface which are
present even if special precautions are made.30 This hy-
pothesis is corroborated by our scanning tunneling mi-
croscopy/spectroscopy which reveal the same inelastic
scattering parameter Γ even for atomically flat surfaces
with no adsorbed impurity.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the two channel model well describes
both microwave and tunneling conductance measure-
ments in a wide temperature range - from 300 mK up to
almost Tc. The enhanced scattering channel dominates
at low temperatures, which is consistent with the low
temperature losses in high quality CPW resonators made
of conventional superconductors,30,31 where the quality
factor is limited by the interface scattering. However, if
STM provides overestimated value of the superconduct-
ing energy gap, the results can even be described by the
one channel model with enhanced scattering. In disor-
dered superconducting films such scattering leads to the
suppression of electron diffusion and, accordingly, to en-
hancement of the Coulomb interaction.32,33 This is con-
sistent with the rapid decrease of the quality factors for
thinner superconducting films as shown in Fig. 2.
The main features shown on MoC disordered supercon-

ductors apply also for other disordered superconductors,
such as NbN or TiN.13,25 For example, the deviation of
the real part of complex conductivity σ1 from the stan-
dard Matttis-Bardeen one (s = 0), measured in Ref. 25,
can be well explained by finite inelastic scattering as
shown in Fig. 10, providing even better agreement with
experiment. Thus, the original Mattis-Bardeen model
with finite inelastic scattering or the Nam model are able
to describe microwave and tunneling experiments in dis-
ordered superconductors, while more advanced models
are failing. Our results providing a simple expression for
the complex conductivity call for further theoretical, as
well as experimental research aimed at clarifying what
does the simple MB theory with finite inelastic scat-
tering captures that is lost in more advanced machineries.
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